Share In The Profit Windfall

Here’s Your Once In A Lifetime Opportunity To Leverage Their Credibility And Influence To Profit Massively And Skyrocket Your Credibility… But You Must Act Fast!

They’ve Created A Game-Changing Joint Venture Process Guaranteed To Generate Enormous Income For You With Absolutely No Selling On Your Part.

Read On To Discover How You’ll Get...
- Residual Monthly Income For Years To Come... You Do The Work Once And Get Paid Forever
- A Viral Process That Multiplies Your Prospects And Income – So You Make More While Doing Less
- Boosted Credibility By Associating With Unrivaled Experts Never Available Before In Any Promotion
- Over $250,000 of (never seen before) Affiliate Prizes Certain To Grow Your Business -- For Partners At Every Level
- Profit From Each And Every One Of The 24 Touch Points So You Keep Making Money Even After The Program Has Begun
What is the League of Extraordinary Minds?

A Personal Invitation to Make “Business History” With Us

(Be a part of the most important, impressive, impactful on-line promotional project of the decade. Profit accordingly.)

Rich Schefren and Jay Abraham invite you to join them in making online marketing history. Help every business owner, start-up, entrepreneur or aspirant on your list become more successful in 53 extraordinary ways --- all for free. You personally position yourself to earn monster-sized payoffs in multiple, lucrative, never-before offered ways.

Offer your list access to more world-class business experts, mega-bestselling authors and famous icons that anyone, anywhere has ever assembled. They pay absolutely nothing. You’ll generously make 36 hours of 100% content-rich, non-selling expert panel interview series available to your people absolutely gratis. Rich and Jay have figured out 14 separate, highly ethical, surprisingly irresistible, and profoundly enriching ways to monetize this unprecedented gifting process for you.

No one else anywhere has ever had access to this caliber, quality, desirable collection of famous, prominent, brilliant real-life experts that we’ve assembled. No one else has even come remotely close. No one is selling anything in these interview sessions. All are sharing brilliant, ingenious, masterful and outright amazing ideas, concepts, strategies, recommendations and guidance never before available anywhere in any way or at any price to your people.

It’s all being offered to your groups, no charge, to let them each experience what world-class business expertise can do for them and their business.

You’ll get enormous goodwill. You can expect outrageous response from your list – if you follow the process that Jay and Rich have engineered. This will be unquestionably the biggest online promotion of this year – if not the decade. A brash statement, perhaps. But a true and accurate statement nonetheless. We want you solidly on-board right now, so you’ll earn and receive the maximum number and size paydays possible.

Nearly 150 of the online world’s top list owners, bloggers and websites are part of this massive, worldwide promotion. Your participation is important to us. Frankly, it’s probably important to you, too. No one else is doing any major promotions when our 140-wave, blitzkrieg blockbuster promotional super strategy begins.

There’ll be provocative video trailers preceding the launch, just like the movies. There’ll be irresistibly appealing emails and proof-of-value elements that no one else before this has dared offer. The registration page is epic. So, too, are the inventive ways we’ve figured out to put huge pots of money into your pocket every week for the next 90 days.

All you do is two initial emails or four, if you prefer. We pay you for up to three years. We pay you within 24 hours of banking any money owed you. You earn monster-sized profits starting on Day One.

Hopefully, you’re “in.” Call/email (954) 429-3114x107/brian@strategicprofits.com to get the full story. It means a lot to Rich and Jay to have you and your list participating. It’ll mean a lot to your bank account to be involved, too.
The affiliate program for the League of Extraordinary Minds is one of the most complex compensation programs we have ever created, HOWEVER the SIMPLEST FOR YOU. You can earn income in 14 ways with a simple and easy process. AND you will be able to leverage your promotions in ways that have never been introduced to our industry.

Imagine... one opt-in turning into 10 contacts FOR YOU and more affiliates on a second level FOR YOU, that continue to make you money for years to come. Go back and read that sentence again to understand how profound that is and what it can mean FOR YOU!

Here is what I mean; just a couple mailings and YOU get to take advantage of a system we have spent a year building that will:

- Pay you 50% in residual commissions and 10% on your second level
- Take advantage of the 50+ major industry titans as part of your marketing campaigns and emails
- Go very viral turning your contacts into multiple contacts that you make commissions on
- Turn your buyers into raving fan affiliates who acquire a plethora of more affiliates on your second level that will leverage your efforts and help you make even more money
- Earn affiliate prizes no matter what level of affiliate you are
- Turn your prospects into hyper-buyers because of the clear and easy sell path of multiple touch points
- Multiple affiliate compensation points and programs that you can make money with every step along the way
- New foolproof systems that will help to maximize the exposure to your opt-ins because it is so easy for them to go through the launch process. It does not matter what time zone they are in, they will get the info on their time

Now... you can read all this, or just know from our history; when you promote you make money!

When you promote, our system takes your people into a content rich web page that Jay Abraham and Rich Schefren personally supervised. The creation of that has been tested to produce conversion results for you. People will be given the opportunity to join one, or all, of the panel expert web streams. These are free web streams with the experts that are on the cover that will encompass a wide spectrum of topics. During the process people will be given the opportunity to buy into the monthly subscription program that continues with new experts every month as well as many value-added benefits to the subscription. Even before they get to that point though they are shown many purchase options through the sales path to congruent products that range from $49.00 to thousands.

That in itself is not exciting, but wait until you read on...

Understand that these experts by themselves are a tremendous draw and sell their own programs for up to thousands of dollars BUT... we have them under our program that will be offered to your prospects for FREE. No one else can claim that feat in their product line promotion.

On page 3 there is the launch process chart but you DON’T need to study it. Just know that it is built, tested, and proven. Also just look at all the places that YOU MAKE MONEY:

- But don’t get overwhelmed. We just wanted to show you that all is in good hands and we have worked feverishly to create an “outstanding affiliate program” for YOU.

The commissions on all the products are 50% on the first month’s subscription and 25% for every month thereafter. AND, 50% on all up-sells and down-sells.

BUT here is a key component that will absolutely supercharge your commissions... Remember when I talked about the fact that our process will put other affiliates on your second level? AND that there is a very effective viral process with a new Tell-A Friend program?

Well GET THIS. Every person that receives a Tell-A-Friend will be connected to your affiliate account and you will earn the same 50% on those people as well. AND, for every affiliate that makes a sale on your second level, you will get 10% of that sale as well as 50% on your own level.

THAT’S LEVERAGE
OK, so what do you do next?

1. Get involved if you are not already an affiliate with us at www.strategicprofits.com/affiliate or call 954-429-3114 ext 400 and we will assist you in getting started. Make sure we have your PayPal account on file.

2. Save the date of OCTOBER 15 for your first promotion or mailing.

3. Get logged into your affiliate center and get your materials ready. Instructions are there and we will be sending you emails to keep things simple for you.

4. Prelaunch begins on October 15th and goes through October 29th. There will be many occasions for you to mail but the 15th is the crucial date to get started and maximize your income.

5. The cart open date is October 29th and will go for 6 weeks... Yep 6 weeks, like we said. This is a vehicle to make massive commissions.

Let me take a minute and show you the “Power Affiliate Program” we have built. Remember in addition to all the chances to make money, you now earn commissions multiple ways that compound your efforts. You make 10% on your second tier affiliates, we turn your contacts into affiliates that will be on your second tier, we attach all incoming prospects from all the viral processes to you, and when they become affiliates, they too are on your second level making you 10% on their sales. On top of all that you also participate in the affiliate prizes.
So look at the tell-a-friend this way: (Example all from just 1 email)

With our effective viral duplication process those hand full of people are highly incentivised to pass the offers on to another hand full of people, who average just a few sales...

Congratulations, you have just made an average $1376.00 on just a handful of buyers.

Your work is done EXCEPT THE MONEY DOES NOT STOP THERE...

Congratulations, now you just made over $5,769.00 plus your $1376.00

All from just 1 email

So you do the math. What if you sent to more than a hand full of people... and sent more than once... and made more than just a few sales...

You can see that this is a supercharged affiliate engine that compounds and leverages your efforts.

So look at the second tier affiliate this way:

EXCEPT IT DOES NOT STOP THERE...
As we help your clients become affiliates, and they also gather just a few customers, those customers are on your second level...

...they make just a few sales and you make an average of...

$3650.00 And $1500.00 PER MONTH

Now add that compounding effect to the Tell-A-Friend compounding effect and you can start to see how powerful this compensation program is...

LEVERAGE... HIGH PAYOUT... MONTHLY RESIDUAL INCOME...
Backed with a KILLER product that people want and need.
Now on to the fun stuff

Not only are you guaranteed to make money on this promotion with industry titans that have never come together on one product, but take a look at the affiliate prizes and programs that you will participate in.

There are three separate programs that make it easy for everyone and every level to participate.

1. Top sales
2. Top Opt-ins
3. And Opt-in drawing

You will get to participate in all the programs below:

1. **Top Sales** - Get the prizes below for the sales level you are in:

   - **Full private consulting with Jay Abraham in Southern California (All first-class expenses paid)**

   The number one producing affiliate will have the luxury of spending a full consulting day and dinner with Jay Abraham as he dives into your
business and takes things to a whole new level. This session alone would cost $40,000.00 but that is just scratching the surface to what new heights your business will experience.

But that’s not all. He will then do follow-up calls with you for 3 months after the initial session.

In addition you will also be attending the “Affiliate VIP Vegas Bash” event with Rich Schefren, Jay Abraham and special expert guests. This VIP event will be held at the MGM Grand Resort and you will get two full days and nights.

Next top 19 affiliates get private sessions with one of the experts from the program INCLUDING one of the prizes below. (So you get time with experts AND additional prizes listed below)

**Affiliate “VIP Vegas Bash” event**

The top 20 affiliates will be attending a private VIP event together at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas. Spend two full days and nights with Rich Schefren, Jay Abraham and many special expert guests from the League of Extraordinary Minds. And... of course with all of the other top 20 affiliates.

Dates and details will not be posted here because this is a super secret, super special, and super PRIVATE event. All we can say right now is you will not be bored, you will learn much, and be surrounded by outstanding company.

- Meet and greet with some of the Industry leaders and top partners
- Live sessions with all experts and attendees diving into YOUR business
- Partner exchange sessions to further your interests when you leave
- First class VIP dinners and private guests sessions
- What’s working and what’s not workshops with the top leaders and attendees
- Structured private one on one time with everyone in the group
- AND MUCH MORE
Top Opt-in Producers, two trips to pick from

A Golf weekend brainstorm and sessions with Rich, Jay and Brian in Southern California

Enjoy a round of golf at an exclusive Country Club with, Brian Johnson, Rich Schefren and special guest (Sorry, can’t use his name here). Then grab a killer dinner at one of the best restaurants in the area while we talk about all the topics you want and work on your business with you, and spend a day brainstorming on your business.

A Deep Sea Fishing excursion off of Palm Beach with brainstorming sessions

Reel in the big ones, and I mean big game fish off the coast of West Palm Beach. After checking into your exclusive hotel join Rich Schefren, Jay Abraham and Brian Johnson on a 65 foot Hatteras Sportfish for a day to remember with some serious game fishing. Then attend a VIP wine dinner at an exclusive Palm Beach restaurant, Chef Wolfgang Puck’s restaurant in the Breakers and then a day with Jay Abraham and Rich Schefren.

OPT-INS for everyone, every affiliate can be a winner- For every opt-in you send, you will get a ticket thrown into a hat for a drawing for 5 people.

Florida Keys Weekend Get-Together with all 5 people, Rich Schefren and team, swim with the dolphins

Big sun, big fun. After checking into your exclusive hotel join Rich Schefren, Brian Johnson and team for the first night of festivities. This will be the welcome dinner and introductions. Day 1 will be snorkeling at one of the most beautiful reefs in the area. Then afternoon masterminds followed up by a quaint dinner on the beach. Day 2, swim with the dolphins in the morning followed up by lunch and good-byes.